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floating-rate debt 235
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interest rates 232–5
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leveraged buyouts 416, 418–20
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medium-finance 370, 402
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414–20
motivation 538–9
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overdrafts 370, 376–81
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project finance 443–5
sale and leaseback 445–7
securitization 447
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short-term finance 238–9, 370, 402
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voting rights 371–2
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derivatives 546–7, 560, 564–5
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futures 568–96
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risk management 589–92
short-term interest rate futures 576–80
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trading 564
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EBITDA 335
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non-executive 17–19
performance targets, allotment of shares for
achieving 16
remuneration committee 18
share options 16
shareholder wealth maximization 15–16
shareholders, control over 19
total shareholder return 198
venture capital 491
discounted cash flow 28–30, 168, 170, 330
distress see financial distress, companies in
diversification 223–5
dividend valuation methods (DVMs)
assumptions, sensitivity to 320–1
cash flow 314
dividend growth model 316–17
dividends, companies that do not pay 320
infinity 315–16
input data, quality of 321
liquidation dividends 314
non-constant growth 318–19
normal growth rate 320
dividends see also dividend valuation methods
agency effects 359–60
cash flow 351–2, 354, 358, 362–3
clientele effects 354–5
credit standing 362–3
debt-equity ratio 349, 360
earnings 350
based management 128
fluctuation 357
retention of 349, 352–4, 357–9, 364
equity capital 231–2, 455
floating on the Official List 461
growth potential 322–4, 355, 364
information conveyance 256–7
interim dividends 349
investment 349–51, 353, 359, 362, 364
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long-term and short-term 11–12
managers 359–60, 362–3
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policy 347–65
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risk 358–9
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share buy-backs 360–2
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350–3, 361
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tax 355–6, 455, 458–9
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betas 224–5, 229–30, 250
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debt 221, 371
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risk 221–8, 230–1, 243–5, 250
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equity options 555
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interest 430, 432–3
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431, 435
issuing 434–41
prices 438–9
reverse floaters 434
straight fixed–rate bonds 432
warrants attached, bonds with 432
withholding tax 430
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Eurocommercial paper 442
Eurodeposit accounts 429
Eurodollars 428–9
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exchange-rate risk, managing see forex (foreign
exchange)
experts and advisers 304–5
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factoring 386–91
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charges 387
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agency costs 534
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debt capital, cost of 540
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531
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gearing 218–19, 529–34, 542
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financial risk
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capital, cost of 213–14, 241–2, 245, 250
capital structure arguments 540–3
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currency risk 513, 519–20, 590
debt finance 510–44
derivatives 589–92
diversification 222–3, 224–5, 265–6
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equity capital, cost of 221–8, 243–5, 250
financial distress 510, 540, 542
financial planning 510
financial slack 537–8
financial structure, risk in 514–21
forwards and forward rate agreements 580–3
future finance, uncertainty of getting 516
futures 568–96
gearing 521–34, 540–2
hedging 556–7, 589–90
historic risk premiums 244
insurable risk 512–13
interest rates 520–1, 513–14, 520–1
investment 27
LIBOR ((London Inter–Bank Offered Rate) 514
management 510–44
match or not to match 517–19
maturity structure, debt and 515–16
mergers 265–6
moral hazard, insurable risk and 512
motivation 538–9
operating and strategic efficiency 540
pecking order 536–8

political risk 444
premiums 221–2, 226–8, 243–5, 250
profit maximization 12
reinvestment risk 539–40
rewards 510
risk-free return 27
risk-return relationships, shifting 227
share options 556–7
shareholder wealth maximization 9
short-term interest rate futures 576–80
signaling 538
swaps 586–9
systematic 21, 223–5, 238–9, 250
time value of money 27
total shareholder return, risk classes and 198
transaction and translation risk 617–25
trust deeds and covenants 407
venture capital 487–9
weighted average cost of capital 215–16, 238–9,
540–2
fixed and floating charges 375, 378, 406
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accountants 465
allotment of shares 471
Alternative Investment Market (AIM), Official
List and 473–5
book-building 472–3
brokers 465, 467
closing of offers 471
conditions 461
continuing obligations after flotation 465–6
costs of new issues 475–8
dealing, start of 471
directors 464–5
dealings, model code on 461
discounts 476
disillusionment and dissatisfaction with
quotation 493–503
dividends 461
equity capital, raising 459–73
financial statements 465
Impact Day 471
intermediaries offer 468
introductions 467
issuing process 462–8
market pricing cost 476
mergers 460
offers for sale 466–7
opportunity costs 476
placing 467–8
price sensitive information 461, 465
professional expenses 477–8
prospectuses 460–1, 465, 466, 471
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rate of return 476
registrars 465
share price 466–7
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floating on the official list (continued)
subscription, offer for 467
technicalities 468–9
techMARK 462
tender, offers for sale by 466–7
timetable for a new offer 468–73
track record 462
UK Listing Authority 459–62, 464–6
underwriters, paying 464
valuation 460
floating rate notes 408–9, 432
floors and collars 586
foreign exchange see forex risk (foreign exchange)
forex risk (foreign exchange) 595–628
24 hour trading 600–1
abroad, income to be received from 597
balance sheets 608, 609
brokers 600
cash flow 610
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contingency planning 626
covering 606–7
currency markets 599–600
currency options 617–22
currency rates 601–5
derivatives 628
economic risk 610–11, 625–7
exchange rate mechanism 596
fixed and floating exchange rates 598
foreign operations, long-term viability of 598
forward exchange markets 602–7
forward market hedge 613–14
futures 615–17
groups of companies 612–13
hedging 613–15, 621–2, 625
home currency, invoicing in 611
imports at a future date, amount actually paid
for 597
leading and lagging 613
matching 612–13
money market hedge 614–15
netting, multinationals and 612
options 562
overseas investment projects, acceptability of 598
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profit and loss account 610
spot exchange markets 602–5
strategies 611–22
transaction and translation risk 607–25
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contracts 581–3
currency options 619
derivatives 580–5
forex risk 602–7
futures 585
hedging 583–4, 613–14
interest rates 581–3
options 585
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price 580–2
risk management 580–4
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financial statement evaluation 323
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management, evaluation of 322
firm, focus on the 322–3
operating performance ratios 323
rate of return 322
ratio analysis 323
risk analysis 323
strategic analysis 322
futures
arbitrageurs 591
brokers 576
buying and selling 576
calls 573, 619–20
clearing houses 569, 571
commodities 547, 570
contracts 571–4, 615–17
counterparties 569, 571
credit risk 571
derivatives 568–96
equity index 574–5
forex risk 615–17
forwards and forward rate agreements,
comparison with 585
FTSE100 574
hedging 573–5, 616–17
leverage 572
LIFFE CONNECT 576
margins 568–9, 571–3
marking to market and margins 571, 572, 574
options 573, 585, 619
put options 573, 619
risk management 568–96
settlement 573–6
short-term interest rate futures 576–80
spot delivery 568–9
transaction risk 615–17
gearing
agency costs 535
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betas 249
business and financial risk 529
capital 249, 523, 524–5
debt capital 521–3, 527
debt to equity ratio 524–5
financial 249, 523
financial distress, companies in 218–19,
529–34, 542
financial risk management 521–34, 540–2
income 523, 525–6
interest 522, 525, 527–8
levels 522, 542
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operating 249, 523
overdrafts 524
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preference shares 458
shareholder wealth maximization 542
short-term borrowing 524
solvency and liquidity ratios 526
tax 524, 529
weighted average cost of capital 218–20
government bonds 213, 250
government sources of equity finance 493
head office, role of the 159–62
hedging
caps 584
currency options 619–21
currency risk 590
deposits 578–9
derivatives 547, 589–91
economic risk 625–7
forex 613–15, 621–2, 625–7
forward rate agreements 583–4
futures 573–5, 616–17
index options 558
interest rates 590
money market 614–15
risk 556–7, 589
share options 556–7
short-term interest rate futures 580
speculators 591
translation risk 623–5
high-yield (junk) bonds 213–14, 411, 414–20
hire purchase 391–3
incubators 493
index options 558–60
insurable risk 512–13
interest and interest rates 50–5
agency costs 535
annual rate, converting monthly and daily rates
to 58–9
annuities 55–7
bank borrowing 373–4
bills of exchange 401
bonds 405, 409, 420, 422–8
caps 584, 586
cash flow 85, 168, 330
commercial paper 442
compound 51–3, 629–32
debt capital, cost of 232–5
debt finance 371
discounting semi–annually, monthly and daily
57–8
economic profit 181, 183
Eurobonds 430, 432–3
financial risk 513–14, 516–17, 520–1
fixed or floating borrowings 520–1
forwards and forward rate agreements 583
gearing 522, 525, 527–8

hedging 590
hire purchase 393
internal rate of return 39, 40–1, 43
investment appraisal techniques 85
leasing 396
LIBOR (London Inter–Bank Offered Rate)
373, 514
medium-term notes 441
overdrafts 377, 380
present values 52–3
project finance 444
rate of, determining the 53–5
short-term interest rate futures 576–80
simple 50–1
swaps 586–9
tax 233
term loans 382
term structure of 516–17
trade credit 383–4
weighted average cost of capital 217–18, 236–7
internal rate of return 40–5, 48–9, 70–1
cash flow 39–42, 45–6, 48, 50, 71, 191
debt capital, cost of 233
decision rules and tools 41–2, 47
discount rate 40–7
forecasts 71
future cash flows 40
interest rate 39, 40–1, 43
interpolation calculation 44–6
investment appraisal techniques 39–50, 63,
70–1, 89–90
net present value 36–7, 42–50, 70
opportunity cost 41, 43, 45, 49
psychological reasons for popularity of 70
ranking 49, 71
required rate of return, calculated without
knowledge of 70–1
shareholder wealth, maximization of 39–50,
70–1
time value of money 28, 39, 50
total shareholder return 197
international bonds see Eurobonds
International Securities Market Association (ISMA)
431, 435
international sources of debt finance 428–41
Eurobonds (international bonds) 430–41
Eurodeposit accounts 429
Eurodollars 428–9
Eurosecurities 429
foreign bonds 430
securities market 428
introductions, flotations and 467
investment appraisal techniques 24–5, 30–49,
61–71, 74–5, 85–92
accounting rate of return 63, 67–9, 90, 92
audits, post-completion 91–2
capital allocation 74, 88
capital appropriation request forms 90
capital expenditure budget and controls 89,
90–2
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investment appraisal techniques (continued)
capital investment decisions 81, 91
cash flow 28–30, 80, 82–5, 89, 90–2
cost reduction 88
decision-making in companies 75–92
development stage 87–8
discounted cash flow 28–30, 85
entrepreneurial spirit, stifling the 78–9
environment scanning process 86–7
equipment replacement 87–8
expenses 76
financial control mechanisms 91
follow-up procedure 91
ideas, generation of 86–7, 88
implementation 90–2
incidental effects, inclusion of all 83–4
intangible benefits 79–82, 84
interest 85
internal rate of return 39–50, 63, 70–1, 89–90
net present value 30–9, 42–5, 47–50, 63, 80,
89–90
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opportunity cost of capital 83, 89
overheads 84–5
payback 62–6, 88, 92
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87, 88
psychological effect of monitoring 91
resources, allocation of 74
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shareholder value 25–30, 78–9
shareholder wealth maximization 78–9
social context 76
state of the art techniques 30–49
statutory considerations 88
strategy 75–6, 89
sunken costs, irrelevance of 84
time value of money 25–7
traditional techniques 61–71
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investments see also investment appraisal
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capital, cost of 214
cash flow 171, 191, 333–4
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dividend policy 349–51, 353, 359, 362, 364
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economic profit 185, 188
mathematical tools 55
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reinvestment risk 539–40
risk 5, 27
shareholder value 25–30, 174, 176–80
trusts 313
venture capital 487–91
weighted average cost of capital 218–20
invoice finance see factoring
junk bonds 213–14, 411, 414–20

land options 561
leasing 395–9
accounting 395–6
balance sheets 396–7
debt finance 370, 393–8
finance lease 395–6
interest 396
off-balance-sheet finance 396–7
operating lease 394–5, 396–7
sale and leaseback 445–7
shareholder value 119, 125, 135, 137–42
tax 395–6, 398
leveraged buyouts 416, 418–20
LIFFE share options 554, 555
liquidation dividends 314
loans see also bank borrowing
covenants 535
loan stocks 406, 422–3
swaps 586–7, 590
syndicated 409–10
term 382
London Stock Exchange, floating on the 452–3
management buyouts and buyins 416, 488–9, 491
managerial incentive schemes 199–200
managing mergers 273–94
absorption of target 277–8
audits 284
bidding stage 277
communication 276, 281
conglomerate mergers 278
data, identifiable and quantifiable 274
employees 280–1, 282, 344
holding company, preservation or portfolio
approach 277–8
human factors 277–8, 282
implementation 275–6
integration 274–8, 280–4
negotiation strategy and tactics 274
organizational culture and processes 274–5,
277, 281
preparation 274, 277, 284
progression of mergers 275
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shareholder value 278–80
shareholder wealth maximization 274
strategy 274–6, 278–80
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synergy 278
target evaluation 274
Market to Book Ratio (MBR) 196, 208–9
Market Value Added (MVA) 196, 204–9
matching 515–16, 612–13
mathematical tools for finance 50–9
measures of value creation 165–93
medium-term notes (MTNs) 441–2
merger process 287–305
advisers and experts 304–5
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auctions 296
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bid 294–5
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action before and after the 290–3, 295–7
hostile 292, 294, 296–7
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concert parties 293
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dawn raids 292
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directors 288
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shares of target, paying for 290–304
Takeover Panel 288–9, 292–3, 296–9
timetable 294
unconditional offers 295–6
mergers 253–85 see also managing mergers,
merger process
acquisitions 129, 255–6
advisers, motives of 270–1
bargain buying 266
cash flow 269–70, 340, 343
competition 256, 262
conglomerates 256, 262, 263, 265
cross-border, performance of 273
decisions 254–5
drivers 259–71
economies of scale 263
efficiency gains 340
entry to new markets and industries 264–5
floating on the Official List 460
horizontal 256, 262
hubris 268–9
inefficient management 266
integration 256, 264, 341, 344
internalization of transactions 264
market power 260–3
motives 259–71, 284
net present value 254, 269
performance, summary of evidence on 272–3
risk diversification 265–6

shareholders
acquiring firms, gains of 272–3
value 119, 124, 178
shares, undervalued 266–7
suppliers, motives of 271
survival 269
synergy 259–60, 263
takeovers 9, 17, 124, 255, 311–12, 339
tax advantages 265
technical skills 264–5
third party motives 270–1
value 255, 260, 339–40
vertical 256, 262
mezzanine debt and high-yield (junk) bonds
414–20
net asset value (NAV)
assets, useful 311
balance sheets 309–11
discounted income flow techniques 312–14
financial difficulty, firms in 311
investment trusts 313
property investment companies 312
resource-based companies 314
shareholder value 311
takeover bids 311–12
valuing companies 309–14
net present value (NPV) 32–7
accounting rate of return 69
alternative use of funds 31
cash flow 33–7, 50, 166, 169, 331–2
cost of capital 70
decision-making 30–1
discount rate 32–3, 35, 38–9, 49
dividend policy 349–50, 352, 362, 364
economic profit 188
internal rate of return 36–7, 42–5, 47–50, 70
investment appraisal techniques 30–9, 42–5,
47–50, 63, 80, 89–90
mergers 254, 269
opportunity cost of capital 30–5
payback 64, 66
perpetuity formula 36
ranking 49
rate of return 31–2, 36–7, 47–9
real options 562–4
risk in project appraisal 98–9, 102–3, 106–9,
110–11
shareholder wealth maximization 30–5
time value of money 28, 30, 36, 50
weighted average cost of capital 238
netting 612
objectives of the firm 1–20
confusion of 10
decision-making 8
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objectives of the firm (continued)
profit maximization 7
risk aversion 5
shareholder value 146–7
shareholder wealth, maximization of 7–20
surplus 3–4
survival 5
variety of 4–7
off-balance sheet finance 396–7, 444
Official List see floating on the Official List
opportunity costs 25
capital, cost of 212
equity 200
floating on the Official List 476
internal rate of return 41, 43, 45, 49
investment appraisal techniques 83, 89
net present value 30–5
retained earnings, cost of 232
shareholder value 25–6
Wealth Added Index 200
options 547–8 see also share options
commodities 547, 561
control of companies, taking 561–2
convertible bonds 561
currency 617–22
derivatives 585
employee share option schemes 561
exercise of 548
foreign exchange rate losses, protection from 562
forwards and forward rate agreements 585
futures, comparison with 585
index 558–60
land 548
put 554, 556, 562–3, 573, 619
real 562–4
rights issues 561
share option schemes 561
share underwriting 561
traded 548
warrants 561
overdrafts 373, 376–81
arrangement fees 381
banks, criticism of 380–1
fixed or floating charges 378
gearing 524
interest rate 377, 380
seasonal businesses 378
small businesses 381
withdrawal of 377–8, 380
overheads 84–5
over-the-counter and exchange-traded derivatives
405, 582, 592
payback 62–6, 88, 92
pecking order for finance 536–8
performance
accounting rate of return 70
directors, allotment of shares and 16
economic profit 182–4
gearing 527–8

head office, role of the 161–2
Market Value Added 206–8
mergers 272–3
shareholder value 124, 133, 135–6, 138–9, 158
strategic assessment 150, 156
strategic business unit management 156
total shareholder return 198–9
Wealth Added Index 201
placing 467–8, 483, 536
political risk 444
pre-emption rights 479, 480, 483
preference shares 457–9
bonds 458
capital, cost of 236
convertibles 459
cumulative 459
dividends 236, 456–9
equity capital, raising 456–9
gearing 458
high cost of capital 458
management, influence over 457
Market Value Added 206
profits, extraordinary 457
rate of return 457
redeemable 459
tax deductions 458–9
venture capital 490–1
price-earnings ratio (PER) model 299–304, 324–30
private equity 491–2
probability analysis, risk and 106–13
profit and loss account 188, 610
profit maximization 7, 12–14
project appraisal 150
project finance 443–5
property investment companies 312
prospectuses 460–1, 465–6, 471, 473, 475
put options 554, 556, 562–3, 573, 617–19
raising equity capital 451–506
acquisitions for shares, 483
Alternative Investment Market (AIM) 453
authorized capital 455–6
broker, hiring a corporate 465
business angels 485–7
bought deal 483
claw back 483
closing of offer 471
control, loss of 455
corporate venturing and incubators 493
dividends 454–5
Enterprise Investment Schemes 492–3
floating on the Official List 459–73
government sources 493
high costs 455
issued values 455–6
limited companies 456
listed companies 456
London Stock Exchange, floating on the 452–3
Official List 453, 463, 473–5
open offers 483

INDEX
ordinary shares 454–5
par values 455–6
pecking order 536
placings 483, 536
pre-emption rights, waiver of 483
preference shares 456–9
private equity 491–2
public limited companies 456
rights issue 479–82
scrip issues 484
small and medium-sized firms 453
taxable profit, dividends and 455
vendor placing 483
venture capital 485–91, 492
warrants 484–5
Rappaport’s value drivers 172–5, 178, 180
rate of return see also internal rate of return
accounting (ARR) 67–70, 90, 92, 133–4, 184
bonds, valuation of 426–8
capital, on existing 140–1
dividends, estimates of future growth
of 322
earnings based management 128–30
economic profit 183
floating on the Official List 476
Market to Book Ratio 196, 207
Market Value Added 196, 207
preference shares 457
risk in project appraisal 98
shareholder value 133–43
strategic assessment 151
real options 562–4
reinvestment risk 539–40
required rate of return see cost of capital
resources 74, 152–6, 159, 161, 314
rights issues
deep-discounted rights issue 482
discounts 479–82
ex-rights and cum-rights 481
market price 479–82
pre-emption rights 479, 480
underwriting fees 482
risk see financial risk, forex risk, risk in project
appraisal
risk in project appraisal 93–113 see also
probability analysis
adjusting for risk 99
beta analysis 113
certainty and uncertainty 95
communication 112
contingency plans 104
discount rate, adjusting for risk through 98, 104
expected return 107–9
historical data 96
information in decision–making 103
isolation, projects viewed in 112
net present value 98–9, 102–3, 106–8, 110–11
objective probabilities 96–4
quantified subjective 112
rate of return 98
scenario analysis 104–6, 113

searches, directing 103
sensitivity analysis 98–104, 113
shareholder wealth maximization 97
standard deviation 109–11
subjective probabilities 97–8, 112–13
sale and leaseback 445–7
sales ledger administration 388
scenario analysis 104–6
scrip issues 360, 484
secured convertible debentures 422
securitisation 447–8
self-liquidating convertible bonds 423
sensitivity analysis 98–104
share buybacks 360–2
share options 548–57, 561
at-the-money option 550
call options 548–57
directors 16
employee share options 17, 561
equity options 555
Euronext.liffe 548
hedging, risk reduction and 556–7
in-the-money option 549
intrinsic value 549–51
LIFFE share and equity options 554, 555
out-of-the-money option 549
price 549–52, 557
profit 553
put options 554, 556
risk reduction 556–7
time value 549
trading 548
traditional options 554, 556
writers 548, 552–6
shareholder supremacy 4
shareholder value 11–12
cash flow 166–72, 191
communication 14–15, 19
creation of 166–72, 191, 200–1, 204, 206, 207,
339–40
destruction 149, 200, 204–5
dividends 11, 350, 352–3
economic profit 181–8
economic value added 189
investment 25–30, 78–9
Market Value Added 204–7
measures of value creation 165–93
mergers 278–80, 339–40
net asset value 311
opportunity costs 25–6
strategic business unit management 149
time value of money 25–7
shareholder value managed versus earnings
managed companies 117–43
accounting rate of return 133, 134
capital, increasing the return on existing 140–1
capitalization 133
cash flow 134, 136–7
creation 121–3, 134–43
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shareholder value (continued)
destruction of 121–3
divestiture of assets 141
earnings per share 134
failings of earnings-based management 120–32
FTSE100 companies 121–3
growth 137–8
investment 119, 125, 135, 137–42
market share 124–5
measurement 125
mergers 119, 124
performance 124, 133, 135–6, 138–9
positive spread units, raising investment in 141
rate of return
accounting 133, 134
existing capital, increasing return on 140–1
lowering the required 142–3
required 135–9, 142–3
research and development 133
reward 119
shareholder wealth maximization 120, 123, 125
strategic analysis and objectives 119, 124
strategic business units 139–40
three steps to value 125
value action pentagon 139–40
shareholder value analysis
benchmarking 180
cash flow 172–6, 179, 181
corporate value 174, 176–7
data availability 181
debt, market value of 174
depreciation 174
entire companies, valuing 173–7
growth 178
investment 174, 176–80
liquidation 178
managerial effort, alignment of 180
new product areas 178
profit margin 172–3, 180
Rappaport’s value drivers 172–5, 178, 180
rate of return, required 175
rewards 180
sensitivity and scenario analysis 180, 180
shareholder wealth maximization 180
strategy valuation using 177–9
takeovers 178
targets 180, 181
tax 173
trade sale or spin-off 178
weighted average required return on debt and
equity capital 176
shareholder value through strategy 145–64
cash flow 146
competitive advantage 156, 158
cost leadership strategy 158
differentiation strategy 158
head office, role of the 159–62
motivation 162–4
objectives of the firm 146–7
people resources 152, 159
performance spread 158

qualitative assessment and qualitative analysis of
options 158
resources 152–6, 159
shareholder wealth maximization 146–7
short and long-term goals 163
strategic assessment and choice 150–9
strategic business unit management 148–50
strategy implementation 159
targets 162–4
shareholder wealth, maximization of
agency costs 534–5
capital, cost of 212
cash flow valuation 169–70
control and ownership, separation of 15–16
corporate governance 17–19
credit rating 19
decision-making 8, 10, 20
destruction 15, 219–20, 350, 352
directors 15–16
dividend policy 348, 350–2
employees, self-interest of 9–10
football clubs, objectives of 10–11
gearing 542
goal congruence 16
information flow 19
internal rate of return 39–50, 70–1
investment appraisal techniques 78–9
managerialism 15–16
managers, sacking 16
mergers 274
net present value 30–5
objectives of 7–20
profit maximization 12
research and development 12
rewards with, linking 16
risk 9, 97
sackings 16
share options 16–17
share sales 17
shareholder value 120, 123, 125, 146–7, 180
takeovers 9, 17
valuing companies 308
weighted average cost of capital 219–20
short-term interest rate futures 576–80
signaling 538
solicitors, flotation and 465
speculators 591
sponsors, flotation and 462, 464, 467, 476
state of the art appraisal techniques 30–49
strategic assessment 150–7
competitive advantage 156
economics of the market 150
industry attractiveness 150
life-cycle stage of value potential 156–7
performance spread 150, 156
rate of return 151
resources, strength of 151–6
strategy planes 157
substitute products 150
threshold competence 151

INDEX
TRRACK system, resources and 152–6
strategic business unit management 148–50
alternative strategies, generation and alternative
163–4
budgeting 150
capital, cost of 238–9, 249
cash flow return on investment 191
competitive position, establishing a good 148
head office, role of the 160
performance spread 156
position assessment 163
project appraisal 150
shareholder value 139–40, 148–50
strategy planes 157
targets 163
weighted average cost of capital 238–9
swaps 586–90
swaption 589
syndicated loans 409–10
Takeover Panel 288–9, 292–3, 296–8
term loans 382
time value of money 25–7
accounting rate of return 69
consumption sacrifice 26, 27
discounted cash flow 28
earnings based management 128–9
index options 558
inflation 26, 27
internal rate of return 28, 39, 50
investment appraisal techniques 25–7
net present value 28, 30, 36, 50
payback 64–5
risk 27
share options 549
shareholder value 25–7
total shareholder return (TSR) 196–9, 209
directors 198
dividends 197–8
internal rate of return 197
managerial incentive schemes 199–200
multi-period 197, 199
one-period 197, 199
performance 198–9
risk class, relation of return to 199
share prices 197, 199
time period chosen, dependence on 199
trade credit 382–6
transaction risk, forex and 607–22
currency options 617–22
forward market hedge 613–14
futures 615–17
groups of companies 612–13
hedging 613–15, 621–2
home currency, invoicing in 611
leading and lagging 613
matching 612–13
money market hedge 614–15
netting 612
strategies 611–22

translation risk, forex and 609–10, 622–5
Treasury bills 213
TRRACK system, resources and 152–6
UK Listing Authority 459–62, 464–6
underwriters 464, 482, 561
valuation of bonds 421–2, 424–8
value see also cash flow valuation, net asset value,
net present value,
shareholder value
bonds 424–8
dividend valuation methods 314, 315–21
floating on the Official List 460
forex risk 597
intrinsic 555
mergers 255, 260
time value of money 69
valuing companies 307–45
cash flow, valuation using 330–35
dividends, valuation methods and 314–21
entire firm value measurement 195–209
income flow 314
management, evaluation of 322
managerial control 339–44
mergers 339–44
net asset value 309–14
price earnings ratio model 324–30
proxies 336–7
shareholder wealth, maximization of 308
shares, unquoted 335–6
skills 308–9
takeovers 339
technological innovation industries 336
unusual companies 336–9
venture capital 485–92
business angels 485–7
captives and semi–captives 489
development capital investment trusts 491–2
directors 491
expansion 488
independents 489
investments 487–91
management buyins and buyouts 488–9
preference shares 490–1
private equity 491–2
public-to-private 488
risk 487–9
seedcorn 488
start-up 488
tax 492
trusts 491–2
warrants 432, 484–5, 561
wealth see shareholder wealth, maximization of,
Wealth Added Index (WAI)
Wealth Added Index (WAI) 196, 200–9
capital asset pricing model 204
cost of capital 196, 200–1, 204
creation and destruction of value 200–1
dividends 200
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Wealth Added Index (WAI) (continued)
equity opportunity cost 200
equity, return on 200–1
performance 201
share mispricing 204
weighted average cost of capital (WACC) 215–21,
236–42, 249
balance sheets 237
capital asset pricing model 239, 241
capital structures 219
debt 216–20, 238
debt/equity ratio 250, 541–2
dividends 217–18
economic profit 182–3, 185
economic value added 189
equity capital 215–19, 237
financial risk management 540–2

gearing 218–20
hurdle rate 242–3
interest 217–18, 236–7
investments 218–20
lowering the 216–17
managers, role of 239–43
market value 236, 249–50
net present value 238
risk 215–16, 238–9
shareholder returns, increasing 216–17
shareholder value 176
shareholder wealth, reduction in 219–20
short-term debt 238
strategic business units and projects,
application to 238–9
tax benefits 217–18

